
How to become
a Social Selling Specialist?

3 - Hour workshop (Webinar) on

18th December 2020
10:00 AM - 01:00 PM

Facilitator:
Mr Rakesh Gopinathan
CTT & CEO, WowRakesh



BRIEF OVERVIEW:
Social selling tools and techniques are now an essential part of any successful sales

strategy and are revolutionizing sales and prospecting. This professional digital and social

selling certification will equip you with the knowledge and skills needed at all stages of the

funnel from identifying prospects to engaging with insights to driving that final sale.

This course will orient the participants with basics of social selling and shares how

leveraging your social network can help you more effectively target, understand, and

engage with prospects. Also will discuss techniques for growing your network, building

relationships with prospects, and measuring social selling success.

Social selling is a modern selling. More than 75% of B2B buyers use social media to

research products and services and the people who sell themThis workshop shows to create

a social media presence that drives leads, not losses and how to maximize engagement on

Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter by sharing more compelling, targeted content.



SESSION CONTENT
Recall three characteristics of a customer-centric profile.

Learn the steps needed to build a customer-centric profile.

Identify three strategies for becoming a thought leader on social media.

Discover strategies for positioning yourself as a thought leader in your industry

on social media.

Recognize the two types of buyer intent indicated by social data.

Recognize the different signals of buyer intent on social media.

Navigate the various social selling tools that can accelerate your journey.

Define social selling.

Recognize the advantages of using LinkedIn Sales Navigator.

Identify three characteristics of a social selling pro.

Explain the purpose of using predictive analytics.

Summarize the best way to find quality content on Twitter.

Explain how to determine if a particular buyer, influencer, or decision-maker is on

Twitter.



Entrepreneurs, Business Heads, Sales Heads, Sales Managers, Inside Sales

Managers, Marketing Team, Customer Relationship Team, Tele Marketing Heads,

and Customer Service Heads.

FOR WHOM?

KEY TAKEAWAYS:

Social Selling on LinkedIn.
Social Selling on Twitter



FACILITATOR'S PROFILE:
Rakesh brings more than two decade-plus of exposure in the full spectrum of Sales, Business
Development, Strategic Planning & Implementation, and Operations function while working with
organization’s like – Desert Line Projects, DULSCO, Tata Capital, Reliance Communications, DHL, Aptech
Learning Services, NIIT, and PYL.

His solutions include comprehensive sales training, sales coaching, and sales management programs.

He measures success by how well our customers achieve their sales goals. Driving real behavior change
and measurable outcomes require a globally proven curriculum, agility, and acceleration through
technology, and expertise to bring change to life in your organization.

As a Learning and Development Consultant, he is passionate about empowering people through adult
learning training and fostering their continuing professional development. He specializes in building
automation, sales process optimization, and closed- loop reporting and love a good whiteboarding
session to bring these to life. He designs and delivers hands-on sales training for Wowrakesh customers
globally.

Helping companies to onboard, retain, and promote great professionals in sales and to help support
human capital to rise within organizations.



Fee Details: MMA Member Fee:
₹749/-
Including 18% GST

For Registration, Mail us to mma@mmachennai.org
with Your Name, Contact Number & E-Mail ID
(Please await our advice before making Payment)

Non - Member Fee:
₹890/-
Including 18% GST




